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Royale Union Saint-Gilloise – Sustainability Strategy Overview

Simply put, sustainability is the act of preserving long-
term environmental, social, and economic balance.

RUSG’s sustainability strategy – Union Inspires – shows
our commitment to live up to our environmental,
corporate, community and social responsibilities.

What are we talking about: What is a sustainability strategy?

A sustainability strategy is a prioritised set of actions to
approach sustainability.

It provides an agreed upon framework to focus
investment and drive performance, as well as engage
internal and external stakeholders.

The elements of the strategy are united into a framework
with clear programmes, targets and key performance
indicators (KPIs) for each aspect.

Sustainability Sustainability Strategy

Starting July 2022, all of Union’s sustainability projects and initiatives will be grouped under its sustainability program, 
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RUSG is strongly committed to 
sustainability … 
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Sustainability is at the core of RUSG’s development

• RUSG has the ambition of becoming a leader in
sustainability, both in Belgium and internationally. The
club has thus put in place a number of sustainability
initiatives and is putting together a sustainability
strategy, with short- and long-term sustainability goals.

• In order to monitor its progress towards its
sustainability goals and to share its achievements with
its stakeholders, the club will start reporting on its
sustainability actions as of this season.

… and will rely on internal and 
external resources to attain its 

objectives

To be successful in its ambitions, RUSG will have to integrate
sustainability into all of its operations and prioritize actions to instil
sustainability into the club’s operations at all levels.

RUSG also wants to build on meaningful partnerships to
continue its sustainability journey

• RUSG wants to pursue its journey with like-minded partners who
share its commitment to sustainability.

• The club relies on its staff, players, foundation, fans and
partnership ecosystem to progress towards its objectives.

of our fans have stated that they thought it was important for RUSG to be committed to
sustainability. Waste and resource management was their top concern in terms of
sustainability topic (94%), followed by sustainable mobility (78%).

86% 



Sustainability Strategy - June 2021 – December 2021
Draft strategy, establish objectives and key performance indicators. 

Carbon Footprint Analysis - January 2021 – May 2021
Collect data about RUSG’s operations for a baseline year and calculate 

equivalent emissions.

Materiality assessment - March 2021 – June 2021
Collect input and feedback, from staff and stakeholders. 

• The total account of RUSG’s GHG emissions for the season 2019 – 2020 
amounts to 1 052 tCO2e. 

• RUSG’s emissions are mostly Scope 3 emissions, e.g. not from controlled 
operations but from its value chain:

• The most significant emission sources, namely RUSG’s hotspots, are 
upstream transport and distribution (50% of total GHG emissions, 
comprising notably supporters mobility), employee commuting (12% of total 
GHG emissions), purchased goods and services (11% of total GHG 
emissions), and business travel (10% of total GHG emissions). The figure on 
the right illustrates RUSG’s hotspots in relation to other categories.
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As a first step in the development of our sustainability strategy, we conducted a

materiality analysis to identify and prioritize the issues that are most important

to our organisation and its stakeholders, and thus those that are most important

of being addressed in our strategy.

The ultimate result is a visual representation (shown on the next slide) of which

issues should be prioritized according to their importance to the company’s

success and stakeholders’ expectations (that can directly affect the first).

It took us a little over a year to develop our strategy, with two main projects as a basis
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What matters to RUSG and its stakeholders

THEME # TOPIC DESCRIPTION
IMPACT ON 

THE 

ECOSYSTEM

IMPORTANCE 

FOR 

STAKEHOLDERS

INFLUENCE OF 

RUSG 

EN
V

IR
O

N
M

EN
TA

L 
IM

P
A

C
T 1 Carbon footprint

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) from day-to-day business 

activities
2.6 3.5 3.5

2 Renewable Energy Increase the share of renewables in the energy-mix 1.8 3.3 3.5

3 Energy Efficiency Increase energy efficiency across operations 3.0 3.2 2.0

4 Clean Mobility Reduce the environmental footprint of our mobility needs 2.2 3.4 3.5

5 Waste Management Reduce waste generated by our activities 2.2 3.6 3.5

6 Sustainable Stadium Reduce the environmental impact of the stadium 1.4 3.4 3.0

C
O

M
M

U
N

IT
Y 

R
EL

A
TI

O
N

S 7 Diversity and Inclusion Promote a diverse workforce and enable inclusion 3.4 3.6 4.5

8 Local Community Monitor and continuously seek to improve customer satisfaction 3.5 3.4 3.0

9 Opinion Leader Maintain knowledge up to date 2.6 3.0 4.5

SP
O

R
TS

M
A

N

-S
H

IP

10 Sportsmanship & Ethics Comply with the highest standards of ethics 3.0 3.7 5

11 Corporate Governance Follow a transparent and fair corporate governance structure 3.4 3.3 4.5

12 Employee Wellbeing Increase employee wellbeing, health, safety, and equality 3.4 3.7 4

P
A

R
TN

ER
-

SH
IP

S 13 Economic Performance Sustain economic performance 2.2 3.0 2.5

14 Sustainable Procurement
Select suppliers and business partners based on shared 

sustainability values 
2.6 3.25 4.5

As a key step in the development of our sustainability strategy, we conducted a materiality analysis to identify and prioritize the issues that

are most important to our organisation and its stakeholders, and thus those that are most important of being addressed in our strategy.



Overview of RUSG’s Sustainability Strategy
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Environmental Impact – Selected Projects
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Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Provide waste saving solutions

Provide energy saving solutions

Climate-friendly ground maintenance

• RUSG has calculated its greenhouse gas emissions to understand

its carbon footprint and reduce its emissions. The club is

committed to halving its emissions by 2030 and becoming carbon

neutral by 2040.

• RUSG has been advocating for the use of low-carbon mobility to

supporters and visitors. RUSG has been organizing a secured bike

parking on match days.

• RUSG has changed electricity providers to a green electricity

provider for its stadium.

• RUSG has acquired a water fountain for its offices, avoiding
the use of single-use plastic bottles for its staff’s water daily
drinking consumption. We also have a recycling scheme in
place in the stadium for match-days, with the selective
sorting of plastic in particular.

• RUSG has implemented the use of reusable eco-cups instead
of single-use plastic ones for beverages on match days.

• RUSG has adopted the use of eco-friendly cleaning products

for all facilities. We are also using recycled paper and

ecological products within our stadium.

• RUSG has put in place an irrigation system based on water

recycling and reuse.

• RUSG has replaced its grass pitch with a new hybrid grass

pitch; a more eco-friendly and sustainable solution for the

pitch.



Community Relations and Social Impact – Selected Projects
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RUSG strongly believes that community is at the core of its organisation 
and should build strong relations within this community.

RUSG recognises that its strong position in the local and sports
community and recognition in the Belgian football league can be used
as a catalyst for societal impact and sustainable change.

The Union Foundation carries out the social impact projects of
RUSG.

Take social and sustainable community initiatives Maintain a diverse and inclusive environment

• Blood collection with the Red Cross
• Free COVID bus vaccination
• Gym for seniors
• Walking Football Team

• RUSG Younited team (homeless, refugees, etc.)
• RUSG Goal Ball team (for the visually-impaired)
• RUSG Epsylon team (for people in psychiatric treatment)
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Contact: raphaele.moeremans@rusg.be
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